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HEALTH — REGIONAL SERVICES 
Statement 

HON ROBIN SCOTT (Mining and Pastoral) [9.46 pm]: I would like to refer to Hon Martin Aldridge’s motion 
moved today. It was a very good motion and a very timely motion. It outlined the enormous challenges for anyone 
who wants to help improve regional health care. I have listened, on more than one occasion, to members who 
I think are dreaming about having an affiliation with Indigenous people and who believe that they know everything 
about the regions and what to do to solve the problems with health care. It may surprise members that I have spent 
much of my time in various remote communities. I understand a smattering of the real issues facing remote and 
regional Western Australia. 

Looking at the motion, paragraph (a) says “implement strategies to improve health care in regional Western Australia”. 
A very important part of this strategy was not even mentioned. I will come back to that shortly. Paragraph (b) 
asks for a rural health commissioner. The last thing we need is a rural health commissioner. We actually have 
approximately 100 000 rural commissioners in the regions at the moment. All we need to do is go and consult any 
of these people and ask them what they need, what they want most and what we can do to help them. We do not 
need a person sitting in a West Perth office with half a dozen staff getting all their information over the telephone. 

Hon Nick Goiran’s contribution on regional health was about Westonia and Merredin. Westonia is approximately 
340 kilometres from Perth. Merredin is about 260 kilometres from Perth. Hon Alison Xamon’s contribution referred 
to Margaret River and Augusta. She also threw in Eagle Bay. They are all a nice three to three and a half hour 
drive from Perth. I do not know whether people in Eagle Bay would like to be called “regional dwellers”. I think 
if someone was heading out on Bunker Bay Road and turned right down the hill to Eagle Bay and they were not 
driving a Ferrari or a Bentley, they would let loose the hounds on them! They consider themselves roughing it when 
they have to share their helicopter pad with the next-door neighbour. Hon Darren West gave us Northam, Pingelly, 
Mullewa, Geraldton, Dongara and Jurien Bay. They are a lovely Sunday drive for people who are into wildflowers.  

My contribution would be about Balgo, 3 000 kilometres from Perth; Warburton, 1 500 kilometres from 
Perth; Tjuntjuntjara, 1 300 kilometres from Perth; Burringurrah, 1 200 kilometres from Perth; and Jigalong, nearly 
1 400 kilometres from Perth. These are the real regional communities in my world. These are the people I am 
trying to help. 

Hon Alanna Clohesy said that the government is getting on with the job. If taking 30 months to get an MRI machine 
into Kalgoorlie Health Campus is getting on with the job, it will be a while before we see any improvements in 
regional health. In 2018–19, 91 000 people accessed the patient assisted travel scheme, costing $38 million. That 
is equal to $417 a patient. I could immediately cut that by more than 2 000 trips, saving around $1 million. Just 
get the MRI machine into Kalgoorlie. More than 2 000 people from Kalgoorlie every year have to go to Perth for 
an MRI scan. That is not including the people from Laverton, Leonora, Menzies or Norseman. The honourable 
member also said that the government was tripling the number of support staff for palliative care in the region. 
Places such as Meekatharra, Laverton, Kalgoorlie, Carnarvon and Broome have no palliative care, so three times 
zero equals zero. 

I will refer to the three most important things to improve regional and remote health. Number one is education—
teaching hygiene would alleviate our huge problem with ear, nose and throat illnesses. The second most important 
thing is education—teaching young people to read and write. The third most important thing is education—teaching 
future generations that they also have a future in this modern world. There we have it. The three most important 
points to help regional Australia help itself are education, education and education. Without hygiene education, 
we will always have huge problems with ear, nose and throat complaints. Without education in reading and writing, 
people cannot fill in job applications, access Google or follow instructions. Without education to show the younger 
generations that they also have a future, crime and suicide will continue. 
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